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As we look forward to the delights
of summer, open water swimming,
the odd triathlon, long bike rides in
the country, weddings, BBQ’s and
vacations, let us reflect on the many
positive things that have occurred in
this swimming year.
Kelowna may be the home of some
fine wineries, but it’s also the home
of one of the finest Masters Swim
Clubs in the Province. The Athan’s
Y Masters Swim Club, the hosts for
Provincials, did an outstanding job at
this important swim meet. It was
through the hard work of their
committee that this event was well
run, well attended and produced
some outstanding swims. From a
financial standpoint it was also a
success and the Athan’s Club
informs me that it’s nice to have a
little nest egg to start next year with.
To all that were a part of this great
effort, take a bow and receive our
thanks for this great job.
On the organization front, MSABC
is great shape. The AGM was well
attended in Kelowna and this time
we had lots of interest in being
Board members. Thanks to Russ
Donaldson for past service and
welcome to the new members. We
are a functional organization that is
attempting to meet the needs of all
our members. If you have any
suggestions or concerns please let us
know.
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At Nationals in Montreal, the
majority of Swimmers from BC
went as members of team MSBC for
relay purposes. There were also
strong showings by English Bay and
Salmon Arm’s favorite daughter J e n n i f e r K o b i . Ou t s t a n d i n g
performances were the order of the
day. It was also wonderful to see the
combined Canadian Forces Swim
team at the meet for the first time.
Our own Lieutenant Tony Zezza has
worked long and hard to accomplish
this. All CFST members are
registered MSABC swimmers and a
welcome addition to our growing
numbers.
Sometimes when we focus on swim
meets and the highly competitive
aspects of Masters swimming, we
lose sight of the other parts of the
word, “ competitive”. We all attend
and join Masters for different
reasons and yet if we look closely
we will see various competitive
aspects in all our reasons. We are
challenging your bodies just by
attending practices. We are
competitive by trying to meet the
coaches’ workouts and keeping up
with our lane mates and we are
competitive by trying to meet the
standards we have set for ourselves.
It could be just to finish an 800 or
1500 swim or just to make three
practices in a row. One has to be
competitive to function in today’s
world and Masters swimming is a
great place stay in shape and get
some of that competitive edge. If
you feel good and are active, you are
half way to success in life. To all
Masters swimmers that competed in
any manner this year, well done and
let’s set the bar a little higher next
year.
I’m off to Edmonton again this
month,. As most of you know I work
there with various aboriginal groups
mainly in economic development
related to oil and gas. However, this
(Continued on page 3
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CALENDAR of MASTERS
Meets
2003
July 3-6 .........................................Championnats de France LC - Béziers, FRA Sauget Michel, Fed. Française de Natation,
148 av. Gambetta, F - 75980 Paris Phone: 33 1 40 31 1770 / E-mail: ffnatation@org 50m
August 9, 10 ..................................NW LCM Zone Champs LC-Meet Director Hugh Moore - Federal Way, WA e-mail:
weswim@mindspring.com
August 14 - 17................................USMS LCM Championship
ednessel@aol.com

- Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey - e-mail:

2004
June 3 - 13 .....................................10th World Masters Swimming Championships - Riccione, Italy www.fina.org

2005
July 22-31 ......................................6th World Masters Games - Edmonton, AB - www.2005worldmasters.com
All meets listed here are sanctioned by Masters Swimming Association of British Columbia Times swum at sanctioned meets are
eligible for BC and Canadian records and Top 10/20 times. Sanctioned meets are also covered by MSABC liability insurance.
If you do not receive any information three weeks prior to the event please get in touch with the contact person.

(Continued from page 2)

trip is to walk my middle daughter
Courtney down the aisle and give her
in marriage to the new man in her life.
This joyous family occasion should
start a great summer. Have a great
summer, party hard but drive safely,
and be prepared to compete in Masters
and life in the fall.
Youngster Tom Ruston does it right!

MSABC & TEAM
AQUATIC SUPPLIES
CONTEST
Prizes:
1st - $50 gift certificate for Team
Aquatics Supplies from them
& a free MSABC membership for
the 2003-4 year
2nd - $25 gift certificate for Team
Aquatics Supplies from them

Contest:
Name the swimmers on the
cover from left to right, front
row then back row.
• And name their favourite stroke
to be eligible for the 1st prize
• Send with your name & address
to:
editor@mastersswimming.bc.ca
or mail to Bonnie Pronk
Rules:
• Must be a current registered
MSABC member
• MSABC board members and
swimmers in the picture are not
•

•

•

eligible.
Swimmers in the picture may
not be used as information
sources.
In case of more than one correct
answer, the winner will be
selected by a draw.

If you were a former Canadian
National team swim member and at
the Provincials in Kelowna and we
missed you, let us know and send us
a picture for the next issue.
Deadline…………...Aug 15/03
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Canadian Record Setters at Provincials in Kelowna

Canadian Records Broken at Nationals in Montreal

Tom Rushton

Joan Parnell

30-34
50-54

Bruce Sutherland 55-59
Sarah MacDonald
40-44
Judy Woodward
45-49

Avila Rhodes
Linda MacPherson 65-69

Joan Parnell

75-79

Irene Athans

80-84

Alfred Schulof

80-84

ALFRED

75-79 200 back 3:46.88
50 back
46.27
Sarah MacDonald 40-44 100 I.M. 1:08.82
50 free
27.34
relay 50 free
27.19
100 free
59.77
50 back
32.81
Bonnie Pronk
60-64
50 fly
38.77
split 400 free
6:00.77
800 free 12:01.84
Avila Rhodes
45-49 100 breast 1:23.35
200 breast 2:59.34

50 back
27.85
200 i.m. 2:13.66
800 free 9:04.98
800 free
9:58.72
1500 free 19:12.15
400 i.m. 5:51.09
100 i.m.
1:09.82
50 back
34.90
100 back 1:14.68
50 breast 36.90
100 i.m.
1:13.77
200 breast 2:59.78
50 free
36.59
100 free 1:21.73
200 free 2:58.41
400 free 6:14.18
800 free 12:49.22
100 breast 2:04.76
200 free 3:37.68
50 back
57.00
100 back 2:03.10
50 breast 1:03.33
200 breast 4:44.12

Graham Welbourn 40-44

Ryan Laurin

Photo by David Ferguson

Sean Swain
Mike Stamhuis

20-24

SEAN

100 free
200 free
400 free
800 free
relay
50 free

54.24
1:58.75
4:11.94
8:46.93
22.80

MIKE

JUDY

BONNIE

LINDA
AVILA

GRAHAM

BRUCE

Photo by David Ferguson

JOAN
IRENE

SARAH

TOM
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First Day Relays at
Nationals
Photos by Gary Pronk

Daniel van den Dungen

RYAN

120+ wm med relay
240 + mens med relay -Nat Record

100 + mixed free relay

EBSC mixed free relay

200 + mixed free relay

240 + wm med & free relay - Nat Records

Navy mixed free relay

Editor’s Lane
In this issue you will note that the
theme is open water and cross training
along with Provincials and Nationals
coverage.
We have asked local Masters
swimmers and former swimmers to
contribute to this issue and welcome the
input from Orthopaedic surgeon, Dr. Deke
Botsford, a former Canadian team
swimmer, and Dr. Rob Ramsey to keep us
up to date on shoulder injuries for those

thinking of repairs over the summer.
Coaches’ column continues with
Suzanne Scriven and open water
swimming plus a USMS coach, David
Grilli’ s article on preparing for OW and
Shane Collins’ article challenging us to try
OW. Sarah MacDonald gives us feedback
on tapering from the previous issue.
My co-editor, Gary Pronk adds some
ideas for those wanting to prepare to do
more PB’s next season with great starts.
Behind the Scenes continues with

TAS free & med relay
Nat Record free

240 + mixed free relay - Nat Record

Barry Davis and Leon Politano.
The contest will hopefully get you to
know your swimmers and challenge you to
find the answers. In future we will select
other Masters swimmers for you to
identify.
The next issue will deal with planning
a season, the use of supplements & diet.
Thanks to Bobbi Discoll for her helpful
comments on diet & OW swimming.
Remember feedback and suggestions
are always welcome.
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WET SPOT
A Column by a swimmer in the sticks - Bonnie Pronk
(FEEDBACK AND COMMENTS WELCOME)
email: bpronk@mail.island.net
Cross Training & Summer
Fitness.
As the sun shines and the weather
gets warmer, thoughts of summer
dominate our minds. Sometimes
we, of course, think of swimming
but not necessarily following a little
black line in an inside pool. So how
can we be ready to attack those
workouts in the fall without going
through the stress of getting into
swimming shape once again? The
more specific your training the
easier it will be to do this.
Things you can do:
• Since Masters swimming is a
lifestyle, continue regular swim
workouts in the pool. For variety
and sun, try an outdoor pool, lake
or ocean. I like to swim out to a
rock in the lake that is almost
exactly 50m from our dock. My
rests are short as it is usually
cool and my workouts are also
regulated by checking on boats
before swimming a 50 and doing
no wall turns.
∗
If you are swimming long
course Masters meets in the
States, variety of venue and the
outdoors can help keep things
fresh
∗
If you just want to swim, this is
the time to work on your weak
strokes and to play with great
technique. Remember the
articles about fly in the last
issue! Get a monofin and play
at fly in a lake.
• Train for some open water
swims, again in lake, ocean or
pool. This will mean an emphasis
on longer aerobic swimming
which should give you a good
grounding for swims in the fall.
Don’t forget that some sprinting is
important to long distance swims
too.
• Cross training with some
swimming to keep in touch
literally and figuratively.

Speaking of cross training, here are
some suggestions for you:
• Try kayaking. The arm action
and body movement are great for
swimmers
• Canoeing
• Hiking and biking. Go od
cardiovascular training,
enjoyable, social and fun.
∗
When hiking if you want
some more specific work try
using cross country ski poles
and double or single pole up
hills with a swim type arm
action.
• Weight training but specific to
swimming. E.g. work on your legs
with jump squats for explosive
starts, arm & shoulder strength
for shoulder protection and arm
strength for increase in speed.
• Do more walking. Park your car a
long way from your business or
shops and get in some extra
mileage on land.
• Always take the stairs when you
can to keep those legs in shape.
Gary (hubby) tells me that
squash players like to cross train by
doing biceps curls with a beer stein.
The Aussies have this mastered.
Other thoughts & ideas:
• Boating and the water is too cold
for a good swim? - do vertical
kicking for 30 sec or whatever
you can take, and then climb on
a ladder to be out of the water for
another 30sec or so and repeat.
• Use tethered swimming (use a
swim belt or make your own with
surgical tubing and a belt around
your waist) in those short 2
stroke motel pools when traveling
or from your boat when boating.
• Stretch cord swim arm actions.
Use surgical tubing and attach or
wrap around something and
simulate swim pulls. Even better
do this while on an physio ball.
• Kicking actions while using the
physio ball.

Masters Clubs In Waiting!!
After Provincials in Kelowna, I was
invited to swim in Kamloops on my
way through as I have done in the
past.. They have a good group, an
excellent pool (Canada Games 50
m pool) and a well trained and
enthusiastic coach. (subsidized by
the City of Kamloops)
The Kamloops swimmers at
Provincials swam unattached. The
group has potential. It was a shame
that they were not there as a club to
enjoy relays and a camaraderie. Is
there something MSABC could do
for groups like these so that they
become a viable Masters club? Let
MSABC know, as I am sure we can
work with groups like these to get a
club organized. Aart said he is
willing to go up to visit & meet and
do the things to get a club going.
Other MSABC board members
would be willing to do the same for
others if they let us know.

Kamloops swimmers and
coach Chad Webb
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Tapering Works

By Sarah MacDonald

E i g h t
swimmers
from
the
Victoria
Masters
Swim Club
went to the
Canadian
Masters
Nationals
in Montreal
on the May
long weekend. It was warm
and sunny, there were
endless places to go and
sights to see and the meet
itself was extremely well
organized – right down to the
palm tree toting conga line
dancing on the bulkhead
between the two racing pools.
Needless to say, we had a
great time.
We also had
great times, with many of us
doing personal bests and/or
times that hadn’t been seen in
years, perhaps decades! It
was certainly a “fast pool” but
much of the credit for the
results we had must go to the
pre-meet workouts written by
our wonderful coaches,
Danielle, Suzanne and Erik.
In the last issue of Great
Lengths there were several
articles about the importance
of “tapering” for peak
performance. Based on the
results that swimmers on our
team achieved it seems clear
that those articles are right:
tapering works.
Someone
else will have to talk about
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preparing for those races
where you really get your
money’s worth – 1500 Free,
400 I.M., 200 Fly – for those
races I can only ask:
why?,but for shorter races a
good taper seems to be just
the ticket.
The key is to give your body
and mind a rest and a break
from the normal training
routine. Everyone’s training
is different but by way of
example, here’s what we did:
People on our team can
workout up to 4 times per
week, usually about 3000+
metres per practice for the
“faster lanes” and 2400+ for
the more moderate paced
ones [I’m not really sure quite
what goes on in our “Club
Med” lane]. We began our
taper about 3 weeks before
the start of the meet and
gradually decreased the
yardage [metre-age?] by
about a third to 2000 or 1600
depending on the lane. The
drop in yardage allowed more
time to concentrate on stroke
technique and on specific
parts of the races such as
turns, starts and finishes. In
the last week in particular we
practiced our starts quite a bit
which as well as improving
the take offs, helped us get
used to the idea of racing
rather than just swimming.
The sets that we did during
the taper had lots of speed
work in them – fast 50’s;
sprint 25’s; all out “blasts” for
10-15 metres, but all
interspersed with lots of easy
recovery swimming so that as
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a swimmer you began to feel
rested and “fast” rather than
tired and sore. The articles
on tapering talk about setting
goals and thinking positively
about your races and from my
experience at least, being
more rested certainly helped
with those psychological
aspects of race preparation.
It’s a lot easier to imagine
achieving a goal time if you’re
thinking “hey, this feels pretty
good” rather than “I’m too
tired to get out of the pool”.
Once we got to the meet
everyone had their own way
to prepare for their races.
Some would visualize their
race from start to finish,
others needed distractions
and would socialize, talk of
food constantly or whatever.
Others still would try to ignore
everything around them. It
was pretty clear though that
the one thing everyone in our
club benefited from was the
taper that we had leading up
to the meet.
So, if you
haven’t tried tapering before
or if you just eased off a bit
from your regular routine, you
might want to try a full taper
next time. You just never
know what might happen …
Sarah MacDonald swims for
Victoria Masters in the 4044 age group and holds
numerous
Canadian
records
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Open Water Swimming,
A Challenge
By
Shane Collins

Champions aren’t made in gyms;
Champions are made from
something they
have deep inside them- a desire,
a dream, a
vision.
They have to have the skill, and
the will.
But the will must be stronger than
the
skill”.
-Muhammad AliMost people fortunate enough to
live out their lives in British
Columbia are well aware of the
amazing natural beauty that
surrounds us. We reside in the
most spectacular province of the
most desirable country on the
planet and part of this splendor is
the sweeping ocean that
embraces a large part of our
boundaries.
It is interesting then, that so many
people [read swimmers] seem
reluctant to take advantage of our
summer weather and venture out
into the world of open water
swimming. I often hear the
comment that “the water is too
cold”, or “I don’t have enough
body fat”. While these excuses
may appear to hold water [would
you like a little cheese with your
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suggests

organization [provincial, national
or international] allow their use.

For the past ten years or so
several of our club swimmers
have hopped a plane down to
San Francisco to participate in
one of the many ocean races that
take place and it is remarkable to
see how popular and developed
the sport really is. San Fran has a
couple of open water clubs down
at Aquatic Park, each with a
membership in excess of three
hundred members. Many train
year round in water that rarely
hits a blood boiling sixty degrees
Fahrenheit, even in the summer
months!

Wet suits are considered artificial
devices that aid flotation and
retain body temperature, thereby
reducing the inherent challenge
of the sport [I do know of one
tremendously popular pastime
where the use of rubber can play
a valuable role, but it has got
absolutely nothing to do with
swimming]. World renowned
marathon swimmer Lynne Cox
summed it up pretty well when
she stated “using a wet suit in
ocean swimming is like climbing
a mountain on an escalator”.
Neoprene aside, there are things
which are legal and can help you
to be successful. They include;

whine!],
otherwise.

reality

The bottom line is that our natural
geography is in a class of its own
and is just waiting to be explored
and experienced. Why don’t
some of you chlorine saturated
pool jocks and jockettes stop
making excuses and think about
taking the plunge this summer?
There are several races available
throughout the province covering
a wide choice of athletic
demands. The key is to identify
your own ability as well as your
commitment to properly prepare,
so that the experience is both
enjoyable and satisfying. As well
as defining your own goals there
are several practical things you
should be aware of to help
maximize your success and
performance.
First of all let’s get the wetsuit
issue out of the way. Many open
water races have categories that
allow the use of these rubber
items and while they may be
okay as an introduction to open
water racing, wet suit weenies
[also known as fish in chickens
clothing], should know that no
sanctioned
swimming

•

To help with cold water,
wear wax or silicone
earplugs. Keeping cold
out of the ear canals is
paramount in feeling more
comfortable, especially in
longer races.

•

Wear a silicone bathing
cap. They are legal and
are thicker than regular
latex.

•

Wear a form of grease to
create a barrier between
you and the water. Use
V a s e l i n e , a n h ydr o u s
lanolin or a combination of
both.

•

If tides and currents are
relevant, make sure you
get some info before the
race and plan your tactics
accordingly.

•

For
long
swims
seasickness
will
undoubtedly rear its ugly
head and there is little you
can do except learn to
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deal with it. It is one of
the two main reasons so
many talented and welltrained swimmers are
unsuccessful in marathon
challenges [hypothermia
being the other].
•

Hydration and nutrition
are critical in long swims
and it is just a matter of
experimenting in practice.

•

The new full body ‘fast
suits’ that have become
so popular in pool racing
are also legal in almost
all open water racing [one
exception is The English
Channel]. They serve
several purposes and
one, depending on where
you are competing, is that
they can go a long way in
protecting you from
Jellyfish stings. They also
help you feel a little
warmer and although the
effect is probably
psychological, who cares
if it makes you feel
better?

All the above will help, but never
forget that part of the reason
you’re in the water in the first
place is to challenge yourself .Of
course the water is cold and
maybe
you
will
get
uncomfortable…the trick is not
minding.
Swimming has become one of
the fastest growing adult
participatory sports in North
America and open water
challenges are an exciting part of
the equation, so get out there
and become a part of it!
And just in case you need one
final push, always remember that
although a ship in a harbor is
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safe, that’s not the reason ships
were built for.
(Shane Collins
is an
accomplished endurance athlete.
His swimming achievements
include two crossings of The
Strait Of Georgia, the successful
circumnavigation of Bowen
Island as well as being the only
person to have swum the length
of
Howe Sound [Squamish
Harbor to Horseshoe Bay]. He is
also the only athlete from B.C. to
have ever successfully crossed
the English Cannel in its 125year history.
Shane speaks and writes on the
subject of sport and its
relationship to physical and
emotional health.
He can be reached by email at
roughwater@telus.net or by
phone at 1 604 921 0726.)
Shane is also a Masters
swimmer who swims for West
Van

Open Water Swimming
Schedule
VOWSA's three open water
swims this summer
Tuesday, July 1, 2003 Canada
Day Challenge 1 km, 2 km and 4 km @ 8:30
a.m., Sasamat Lake (north of
Port Moody)
The Bay Challenge and Relay
Sunday, July 20, 2003 - 9 km @
7:30 a.m., West Vancouver to
Kitsilano
Saturday, August 2, 2003 The
Kitsilano Challenge and Relay,
1 km, 3 km and 6 km @ 8:30
a.m., Kitsilano Beach
Practice Swims every Monday
and Thursday, June 2 through
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August 14, 2003 @ 6:30 p.m.,
meet in front of Kitsilano Beach
guard tower
More info on our web site http://
www.vowsa.bc.ca
Other Open Water Swims
June 21 2.5K/5K Lake Padden
OW Swim Bellingham, WA
Contact: Barb Gundred
konabarb@hotmail.com
July 19 55th Annual 2km OW
Swim in Lake Okanagan
Entry form at:
www.kelownamastersswimclub.com

July 19 Fat Salmon OW Swim
1 & 3 Mile Races Lake
Washington, Seattle WA
www.fatsalmon.org
July 19 1400 metre stage race
(total time for 3 separate races of
200, 400 and 800 m Applegate
Lake, Oregon
July 20 1500m Association
Champ & 3000 m swim
Applegate Lake, Oregon
Contact: Dan Gray
dangray45@hotmail.com
July 26 500m, NW Zone 1500m
OW Champ Elk Lake, Oregon
Contact: Pam Himstreet
himstreet@bendcable.com
July 27 National 5K
Championship Elk Lake, Oregon
July 27th Victoria HTO Thetis
Lake swim 800 (for kids) 1.5km,
3.0km, 5.0km (we are bidding for
the Canadian Championships
presently) www.HTO.ca for more
info
August 10th Qualicum BC
Qualicum Ocean Mile
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An Open Water Adventure
by Laura Harris
For all those
open water
specialists,
and
all
those who
think these
distances
sound crazy
h e r e ' s
another
swim to top
your list. Take it from one who
thought 1500m was far, how
amazing it was to do a 5km distance
in a pool (remember the Crystal
Centurian Challenge?, then Don
Taylor handed me an entry form for
Skaha (12km swim in Skaha Lake
at Penticton) and I thought he must
have been crazy, confirmed by the
fact he said it was fun!! Well I too
have come a long way. NO pun
intended!
There I was at this year’s
provincials 'recruiting' new
unsuspecting swimmers, just like
Don Taylor did, for our 25km Lake
Cowichan swim . And I did well,
planting seeds, motivating,
encouraging. Heard such great
excuses (Is there really a motorbike
rally somewhere on this planet at
that time?) And I got 2 positive
entries, e-mails from that event.
Tom Rushton and his brother, as
well as Genevieve Diakow from
UBC and she forwarded it to our
infamous 'victim profiler'. I would
dearly love to profile him should he
enter!! What fun we could have!!
(See how infectious enthusiasm is,
plus my coveted fleece vest with the
great embroidered logo, collectors
i t e ms o f gr e a t p r i d e a nd
determination
Last year on August 16th, my
training partner, Leanne WilkinsonSirup and myself set off from the
head of Lake Cowichan before the

sun came up. With mist rising, birds
waking, campers snoring and
almost calm water we headed down
the lake. 9 hours and 47 minutes
later, Leanne became the first
person to ever swim the entire
34km distance of this lake, and I
became the second.
It was a fund raiser for
Canadian Diabetes, with a
tremendous media interest that
raised the profile of open water
swimming. For those of you who
have even thought 34kms is insane,
please pick up the phone and send
in a $10.00 donation to the
Canadian Diabetes Association, as
that was the "fine" levied on such
thoughts!! (you will get a tax
receipt) I finished 49 minutes after
Leanne, (16 of which were the time
taken to test my sugars could be
added as well. Also LSD can be
hallucinogenic if you let you blood
sugars get low! But you won’t need
speed for these events, (Sorry to
disappoint, LSD = Long Slow
Distance. Speed is, well, that stuff
that churns water by using fast
twitch fibres Anyone willing to
donate a couple in exchange for the
slow twitch variety I seem to have
plenty of??)
Training with a chronic health
concern does change training, but it
only adds to the challenge.
Frustrating, and time consuming
(especially in the 5km Thetis Lake
swim, as refueling needs cost time)
but adapting to these challenges is
just another aspect of maintaining
our healthy lifestyle. With the
training we did on a consistent basis
during the year (3-4 times a week),
increasing the open water and
decreasing the pool time in July by
swimming against the current of the
river, lots of wave practice and LSD
in the calmer waters of Mesachie
together with a diligent dryland and
stretching program certainly paid
off. I suppose you will suspect that
'dead wings' were the order for the
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next week. (Surprisingly I had no
stiffness in my swimming muscles
at all, just a bit of a sore neck (I'd
like to think it was from sighting,
but unilateral breathing may have
contributed!). Don't EVER think
you won't do a distance like this.
Fear is a reaction, courage is a
decision. It is a spectacular swim,
scenic, can be challenging if the
winds blow, but the satisfaction of
training with a goal in mind and
achieving that goal is almost
indescribable and definitely not
measurable. Try it, you will be
totally amazed. It doesn't take as
much training as it sounds, more a
consistent attendance each week
and a good dryland and stretching
session.
This year I will host the 2nd
annual 25km Marathon Swim in
Lake Cowichan. (The first took
place in 2001 and only women
entered.) This unbelievable swim
will take place on the second Friday
of August. The expected water
temperature is 69 at the head of the
lake for about 3 kms and then it
warms to stay at 72 for the rest of
the distance. Absolutely wonderful
temperature, no wetsuits needed.
You won't believe it until you try.
You are not crazy even though most
team mates will try to convince
you. Make an open water event a
goal. Each year challenge yourself
further and discover the
unbelievable benefits of distance
swimming. Mark my words, "You
Truly Won't Believe" how good it
feels to complete that distance. (It's
not that you WON'T believe.) Take
it outside, swim outside the lines in
2003. Dare to be different, join the
growing number of open water
swimmers.
Editors note: Laura was diagnosed as
a Type 1 diabetic in February 2002
but continues to compete most
successfully. (e.g. Worlds in New
Zealand and the 34K swim last year)
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The Self-Coached
Swimmer
Preparing for Open Water
Swimming
By David Grilli
(reprinted &
adapted
from Swim
with
permission
from the
author)
With
the
open water season approaching,
how does one adapt their training
regimen to prepare for open
water swimming? Your normal
interval training is adequate to
build your cardio-vascular
conditioning, but there are
additional things you must do to
prepare.
There are no black lines
on the bottom of the pond or
ocean to follow so you must
practice swimming straight.
Balancing your stroke is
the key. Try swimming 25 yards
(in a pool) with your eyes closed.
You will notice you tend to drift
to one side. It is usually to the
breathing side. Then you will
tend to over compensate. This is
a typical human reaction. Learn
to balance your stroke until you
can swim the entire length of the
pool with your eyes closed and
stay in the middle of the lane.
(Hint; You can open your eyes at
the end of the lane.)
The next problem is you
will not get to do your sit-up
(flip turn) every 18 strokes.
Marathon runners say, "A large
part of marathon training is
spending time vertical."

Similarly, we long distance
swimmers have to spend time in
the horizontal position. See,
swimmers do have more fun!
To this end, one can
employ a stretch chord. I am
talking about that torturous pool
toy where one end straps around
your waist and the other ends is
fastened to the starting block.
You typically swim down the
lane and the rubber stretch chord
provides increasing resistance
until you look like a cartoon
character as you Stroke
frantically to complete the last
five feet and reach the far wall.
Instead of trying to swim to the
opposite end of the pool, merely
swim until the chord provides
enough resistance so you are
swimming in place. Now you
can practice swimming
continuously. Swim in place for
5 to 10 minute intervals until you
are comfortable swimming
continuously without flip turns.
Coupled with normal swim
training, this will be adequate to
develop your ability to swim
continuously.
You may lose your sense
of speed when swimming in
open water. You do not see
objects go by as you would in a
swimming pool, so you may
actually feel like you are not
moving. A normal reaction may
be to try to swim faster. Watch
out! You are probably swimming
pretty fast already and you do
not want to burn out. Keep the
nice smooth rhythm you
practiced with the stretch chord.
SAMPLE WORKOUT
Try this workout in preparation
for an open water swim.
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1) Warm-up 1000 free pull
2) 6 x 25 free, on 1:00 with your
eyes closed.(while swimming)
3) 15 x 100 free on 1:30 / 2:00
Try one length of each 100 with
your eyes closed.
4) Swim in place for 3 x 5
minute sets with a stretch chord.
Do not over exert yourself.
Swim hard enough to maintain a
slight tension on the chord. Rest
in between sets for 2 minutes.
Or, if you do not have a stretch
chord swim for 15 minutes non
stop.
Editors Note:
David says he is a 48 year self
taught swimmer who lives in
Londonderry, NH with his wife
Tracy, a daughter and a son. Tracy
and David have been competing in
USMS since 1980.
He coaches Masters and age group
swimmers as a hobby when he is
not doing his real job as an
engineer.
_____________________________

FITNESS CHALLENGE
Please keep sending in your
mileage to Laura even if you are
over a million metres. Don’t forget
all those open water metres too.
Swim Log is available online at the
MSABC web site.

Send entries to:
Laura Harris
2475 Seine Rd
Duncan, BC V9L 3B3
Email: clharris98@yahoo.com
Phone: (250) 748-7071
as soon as you have swum
50,000 metres. Just keep track
of your daily no. of metres
swum and you can enter.
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COACHES’ COLUMN
Question: For a Masters
swimmer, who wants to try some
open water swims of between 1.5
to 5 Km what would you
recommend re:
• no of times to swim/week
and mileage
• good drills for open water
swimming
• type of kick i.e. regular 6
beat, 2 beat
• making training interesting
as you are working
primarily with one stroke
and long distances
• example of a main set in
the pool and a practice in
a lake ?

F r o m :
Suzanne
Scriven –
Victoria
Masters

Suzanne has been swimming
competitively one way or
another since she was 5 years
old,
including
summer
swimming,
age
group,
university, synchro, diving and
Masters. She has been a swim
coach for 15 years, 13 of those
as a Masters coach.
She
presently coaches Victoria

Masters, NAVY Masters and
the Canadian Forces swim
team.
For new swimmers to open
water swimming, or for those just
starting back in the OW season,
3 to 5 swims per week is
adequate, with sessions of 2400
to 3500m per workout. To train
for the increased distances, I
would recommend that at least
one of those swims be in true
open water (i.e. lake) and should
be longer distance swims. Those
swims should start at
approximately 1.5K and increase
each week until the swimmer
reaches race distance. You do
NOT need to swim quantity to be
a good OW swimmer - quality will
count for much more. Good pool
sets use pace training as the
base over increasingly longer
distances.
Good drills for OW swimming
include: head-up swimming
("spotting") to get used to looking
where you need to go and stroke
counting. Stroke technique drills
are also critical as it takes
training to hold proper stroke
technique over longer distances.
Kick is incidental in OW
swimming, especially if you use a
wetsuit. You need to kick enough
to maintain proper body balance,
so the kick is whatever is
comfortable for you, whether that
is 2-beat or 6-beat. You do not
want to over-kick as the leg
muscles use a lot of energy that
is better reserved.
There are easy ways to make
training interesting: swim with a
friend and have mini-races; do
variable-pace (fartlek) training,
choose different lake locations
and distances; reward yourself
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for small achievements (ex. 1 min
rest floating on your back for
every 4 minutes hard swimming
with perfect technique; ice cream
for going the whole 1.5K). Crosstrain with other strokes - just
because your focus is OW, that
does NOT limit you to freestyle.
The other strokes will
complement your freestyle and
provide mental relief in the middle
of the lake.
Question: One thing that is often
daunting to Masters is the start of
open water races and perhaps
the finishes. What advice can you
give to swimmers?
As for advice on the start, I
recommend that you move to the
front or outside of the pack (try to
avoid the middle!), take your time
and don't be in a hurry as the
pack will break out quite quickly.
The only 'beware' I have for the
finish is that you might not be as
steady on your feet as you think if
you have to run across a finish
line so be careful standing up
(watch for the head rush!).
Other important general advice:
(1) Ocean water swimming is not
the same as lake swimming
so you need to be prepared
for other contingencies, such
as colder water and more
waves.
(2) Swim smart:
hydrate well
before and after; wear 2 caps
if the water is on the cool
side; if your feet or hands are
numb, don't go the extra lap
(3) Train with a friend or a group;
NEVER go out alone.

If a person completes the NCCP Swimming Coaching Theory and Technical Level I courses
and a minimum of 30 practical hours with a Masters team, the Board will reimburse that
person the sum of $150.00 towards the cost of the courses.
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What to eat for an Open
Water Swim Race:
By
Bobbi Driscoll, B.Sc.
First a little blurb about myself…
(Editor’s
note:
Bobbi did not have
a picture of herself
but
said
this
actually looked a
bit like her)
I have been swimming
competitively since the age of 8, I
am now 28 and have been
swimming with the Athan’s Y
Masters (in Kelowna) swim team
for about 5 years. My favourite
s t r ok e has a lw ay s b e en
backstroke, and have now
decided that the 800m
backstroke should be a regular
event! (Editor’s note: Visit
Australia they even have
National records in all strokes
for 400, 800 and 1500metres)
I am currently doing my Masters
of Science degree in Human
Nutrition from Chicago Medical
School and will be done in
February, when hopefully I will
become a registered dietician. I
did my undergrad degrees at
Okanagan University College
(Biology) and Human Nutrition at
Saint Francis Xavier University in
A n t i g o n i s h , N o v a Sc o t ia .
Although I’ve done schooling in
several places I was born and
raised in Kelowna and plan on
living here forever! Feel free to
contact me if you have any
nutrition questions, at
roberta__driscoll@hotmail.com
(there are 2 underscores between
my names!), be sure to put the
word nutrition or swimming in the
subject line so that I don’t think it
is junk mail!!

The week before an open water
swim is a good time to eat
carbohydrates such as fruits and
vegetables as well as rices and
pastas, but also mix these with
some protein and some good fat
(olive and canola oils, nuts and
seeds).
The main focus of any diet
should be at least 60% of you
daily intake from carbohydrates,
10-15% from protein (lean animal
or plant sources) and 20-25% of
your daily intake from fat. Fat is
actually very important and no
less than 20% of you calories
should come from fat, but try to
choose poly and mono
unsaturated fats most of the time
(vegetable oils and nuts and
seeds are best).
Carbohydrates are important
because they give the body
energy and also help retain
water. It is important to retain
water when we are active so that
muscles will work better! Also the
body is able to store some
carbohydrates as glycogen in the
muscles and liver. Most people
have enough glycogen for about
30 minutes of activity.
The day before an event it is
important to eat a good-sized,
well balanced meal (carboloading is not an old wives tale),
and to drink a lot of noncaffeinated beverages.
If you
need to drink coffee, try to limit it
to 4 or less cups a day, as
caffeine can dehydrate you and
you don’t want to be dehydrated
for a swim race. A good indicator
for hydration is to see what color
your urine is, it should be clear
(unless you take vitamins, which
is another article!). The darker
your urine is the more water/juice
you need to drink. By the time
you feel thirsty you are already
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dehydrated.
The morning of the race it is
important to try to eat at least
some food, yogurt, fruit and/or
toast is a start. Not everyone
feels like eating before a race but
it is a really good idea. Also try to
drink a few glasses of water
before the race, I cannot
emphasize this point enough,
everyone needs to be well
hydrated for a sporting event!! At
least a cup or 2 an hour should
be good before the race, but
more if it is going to be hot out or
the race will take longer than 1
hour. If the race is longer than an
hour, try to drink ½ cup of water
and or an energy drink every 2030 minutes during the event.
There is a window of 1 ½ hours
after an event to replace the
energy stores that were used up,
so try to eat as soon as possible
after a race.
A yogurt, fruit,
veggies, bagel with cheese or
peanut butter is a good choice.
And remember DRINK, you will
be dehydrated so drink, drink,
drink (water, juice or milk).
There is no miracle diet that will
make you swim faster in a week
or two, but it won’t hurt you to
improve what you eat before a
race, and you may just make it a
habit! The best thing to do is eat
a healthy diet every day and this
is when you’ll see an
improvement in your performance
and in every day life!
Tom Fly(s)
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A Swimming
Orthopaedic Surgeon’s

Insight to Swimmers’
Shoulder Problems
Dr. Deke Botsford is an orthopaedic
surgeon practicing in Campbell
River, B.C. He has subspecialty
training in complex lower extremity
reconstruction, but thinks he knows
about swimmers' shoulders as
well. He was on the Canadian
National Team for 9 years in the
'80s and '90s. He is perhaps best
known for coming 3rd at Olympic
Trials 4 times in three different
Olympiads, and has taken about 9
years to develop a sense of humour
about this.
GL: The shoulder is a rather
different and complex joint
especially for swimmers. Would
you explain a little about the
shoulder joint, needs in swimmers
and individual differences?
DB: The shoulder is a unique joint
because of it's large range of
motion. Unlike the other major ball
and socket, the hip, the shoulder has
no stability from the bony joint; it
relies completely on soft tissues to
keep it in joint. As well, shoulder
function comes from not only the
true shoulder joint between the
humeral ball and the scapula's
socket (the glenoid), but also from
the motion of the shoulder blade
against the chest wall, and the 2
joints at either end of the clavicle.

This structure means that repetitive
overuse or misuse of the shoulder
can put stress on the tendons and
muscles trying to keep it in joint. It
also means that shoulder
dysfunction needs to be looked at at
the whole chest / arm interface,
rather than just the shoulder joint.
Shoulders are also very much
susceptible to aging changes, which
may be particularly relevant to
Master's athletes.
In young
swimmers, we think that the
shoulder and rotator cuff tendons
are sometimes painful because of
overuse resulting from trying to
keep the swimmer's overly flexible
and mobile shoulder in joint. As
the athlete ages, this form of
instability is less common, but other
problems occur, and can be related
to fragility of the tendons (the same
reason that 45 year old guys are
usually the ones to rupture their
Achilles tendons in squash), and to
arthritis change, particularly in the
joint between the clavicle and the
scapula.
GL: I believe you swam with Alex
Bauman and that he had
numerous shoulder problems.
Though you were a swimmer then
and not a surgeon, do you
remember how his problems were
handled?
DB: I was not in medicine yet at
that point, and really didn't know
many of the details of his
treatment. However, I do have the
lasting impression that shoulder
problems in swimmers are difficult,
and rarely have a simple surgical
solution.
To put the problem
simply, to be a good swimmer, one
needs a moderately unstable
shoulder, and if you fix the
instability by decreasing motion,
you make swimming harder. This
is a paradox first discussed by Dr.
Peter Fowler, one of the gurus of
swimmers shoulders, and a former
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National Team member himself.
GL: What are the initial signs of
injury that a coach or swimmer
should be aware of?
DB: The obvious answer to this is
pain; swimmers rarely complain of
dislocations or subluxation,
although this can be an underlying
problem. Noises from the shoulder
are pretty common and do not
always indicate a problem, though
if they are painful they can. The
pain can be in the shoulder, down
the arm (often to the elbow), or in the
back of the shoulder. Pain around
the shoulder blade is common. It
may indicate that the shoulder is
trying to protect itself by changing
the position of the shoulder blade.
GL: Is there any type of shoulder
injury that might heal itself over
time and if so would this preclude
hard swimming?
DB: Most shoulder problems heal
themselves over time. It is rare to
need to operate on a painful
shoulder in an swimmer. The hard
part is to know what kinds of
shoulder pain you can train through,
and what kinds needs rest. Some
broad, common sense guidelines
might be: if it hurts every stroke,
and doesn't get better with warming
up, rest; if it is causing pain outside
of the pool, especially at night, rest;
if it's getting worse despite
decreasing mileage, rest.
(Orthopaedics isn't that mysterious,
now, is it?) Rest might include
switching strokes or kicking, by the
way.
If things aren't getting better, often
your first line of treatment should
involve seeing a physiotherapist.
They usually have a good grasp of
shoulder mechanics and function,
and can often nip mechanical
problems in the bud.
This is probably also a good place
to say that stroke mechanics play a
major role in swimmers shoulder
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problems. In a masters swimmer,
because of the higher risk of rotator
cuff problems, this often
involves lack of roll, or perhaps
poorly timed body roll, leading to
having to abduct the shoulder more
than necessary. (If you're a
butterflyer, you're just strange, and
there's little help for you
anyway!) Have your coach look at
your stroke for clues as to why your
shoulder is acting up.
GL: For tendons how is it
determined whether there is
inflammation or a tear and what
procedures can be followed in each
case? When should surgery be
considered for a Masters swimmer
and are there different degrees of
invasiveness? What recovery times
can be expected from the different
surgeries? How can one expedite
the healing and return to
swimming after an operation?
DB: Rotator cuff tendon problems
are diagnosed on history and
p h ys i c a l e x a m .
Common
complaints would be pain on
recovery parts of stroke, night pain,
pain with reaching forward and
weakness. They are confirmed with
diagnostic injection (putting
freezing around the tendon to see if
it feels better for a short period),
MR I scans and sometimes
arthrograms if we're looking for a
big tear. In general, inflammation
is more common in younger people,
and tears are more common in older
people, though they are part of a
continuum.
Briefly, inflammation is treated
with rest, ice, physiotherapy
(including strengthening the other
portions of the cuff) and activity or
stroke modification. If this isn't
helping, judicious use of anti
inflammatory steroids injections
would be considered, and, if this
fails, surgery. One also often has to
back up and make completely sure
that the diagnosis is correct before
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progressing to more aggressive
treatment.
In general, partial
thickness tears can be treated the
same way, but we tend to more
aggressive about surgery in the case
of full thickness tears.
Surgery for rotator cuffs involves
cleaning up the inflamed bursa
around the tendon, shaving away
the undersurface of the bone that
sits above the tendon, the acromion,
and fixing any tears in the
tendon.
Probably the most
important part of the operation is
the bone shaving part, as it tends to
prevent further pain and
tearing, since impingement of this
bone is thought to be an important
part of the start of the
process. Fixing the tendon itself is
in some ways less important; there
are some studies that show that the
clean up by itself gives good results
in some patients, even when the
tendon is torn. The surgery can be
done "open" i.e. with a small
incision, or arthoscopically through
poke holes in the skin. How it's
done would depend on things like
the surgeon's experience with a
given technique, whether there is a
tear in tendon, and how big it is.
Recovery time from surgery
is very individual. In general, if a
tendon repair is done, the shoulder
needs to be initially immobilised,
then prevented form pulling the
repair apart, making overhead
activity like swimming
contraindicated for at least a month
or likely more. If no repair is done,
the immobilisation period is much
shorter, if at all. Patients should be
aware that surgery is usually
directed at the pain; it's more
difficult to predict how well
strength will return in a shoulder
weakened by a tear. Physiotherapy
is an essential part of the recovery
after an operation - initially to
regain motion, later to strengthen
and finally to prevent or at least
minimize the risk of further
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problems.
GL: Since there is often a long
waiting period before an operation,
is there a routine that should be
followed to either strengthen the
region and or to maintain the
shoulder range of movement ? Is
there any medication or nutritional
supplem ent that might be
worthwhile asking about with
one's doctor?
DB: Again, consulting with a
physiotherapist is key; the actual
routine would probably take up a
whole article in itself (maybe it
already has?) Preventing adhesive
capsulate (aka frozen shoulder),
strengthening the unaffected parts
of the cuff, and preventing
maladaptive behaviours like
abnormal posture of the shoulder
blade
are
all
good
goals. Incidentally, most shoulder
surgery is done as an outpatient
these days, so wait times for this
type of surgery don't tend to be as
long as for inpatient procedures.
With respect to supplementation,
it really depends on the
problem. For arthritic conditions,
Glucosamine and Chondroitin
sulphate have reasonable amounts
of evidence to suggest they
work. At present, there are no
properly conducted trials, as far as I
am aware, that show that any legal
supplementation is helpful for
tendons or ligaments.
P.S. When can we expect your
comeback? That would be
awesome!
These days I'm starting to do
triathlons, and realising that gravity
adds a new dimension of pain and
suffering to a sport. I could see
myself heading into Masters
swimming after it finally gets
through to me that I just can't run
worth beans.
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SHOULDER INJURIES
&
OPEN WATER SWIMMING

Dr. Rob Ramsey replies:

Great Lengths asked Dr. Robert
Ramsey the following questions:
As a sports medicine doctor and a
former swimmer, Rob, GL would
like to ask you some questions re
shoulder injuries and swimming.
With the open water swim season
upon us, many Masters will be
trying some open water swimming
in the summer mainly in the 1.5 to 5
km. range. With all this long
freestyle swimming, are there
precautions a swimmer can take to
prevent shoulder injury?
GL: Does rough water and/ or
coldness contribute to possible
shoulder problems or exacerbate
current ones?
GL: What type of shoulder joint
soreness is common in longer
swims and when should this be
reason for concern for further
attention.
GL: What strokes are more prone to
shoulder injury and could you
explain why?
GL: At what point would you
recommend referral to a surgeon
for shoulder problems.
Editor’s Note: Dr Rob Ramsey is a
sports medicine doctor practicing
in Campbell River. He is a former
age group and University of
Alberta competitive swimmer. He
has a B.Sc. degree in zoology and
a M.P.E. and M.D. from U.B.C.
His son & daughters are now
active in age group competitive
swimming.
He is a good squash player too.

Re:

Shoulder

Injuries

Thanks you very much for asking
us to comment on some of your
concerns regarding shoulder health
with respect to open water
swimming.
The key to maintaining a fully
functional and healthy shoulder
rests largely on preparation for the
task that you are going to expose it
to. In the case of open water
swimming over distances between
1.5 and 5 km, it is vitally important
that the athlete maintain an overall
level of cardiovascular fitness, as
one of the large components of
injury in endurance sport is the
development of hypoxia and lactic
acidosis, therefore causing muscle
fatigue and dysfunction which, of
course, lead to injury. The basics of
shoulder strengthening, maintaining
range of motion and proper stroke
technique are all vitally important
in maintaining shoulder stability
during an open water swim. The
easiest way to injure the shoulder in
an open water swim is to be
unprepared and the most beneficial
methods of preventing shoulder
injury include stroke-specific work
in swimming pools, cross-training,
including free weights and universal
apparatus and adequate stretching
of the supportive musculature of the
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shoulder.
One of the unique characteristics
of open water swimming is the
uncertainties regarding weather
current. This produces
unpredictable wave motion and this
has an impact upon the swimmer.
As the shoulder is a highly mobile
and inherently unstable join, any
force applied to the arm when you
extend it above your head can cause
significant strains which can irritate
or even tear a rotator cuff. One of
the most significant limitations to
an open water swim will be
previous shoulder injuries. Any
previous rotator cuff, labral or
subacromial bursal injuries can be
exacerbated by sudden unexpected
movements during the open water
swim. The swimmer should make a
decision regarding water conditions
on the day of the race.
Another feature which is often not
considered by athletes is the
temperature of the water and how
that effects the ability of your
muscles to contract and relax. This
sudden limitation to muscle
function becomes more important
as the athlete fatigues and lactic
acidosis compounds the relative
hypothermic condition of the
muscles and small muscular tears
and tendon insertion tears can
ensue. Proper wet suits can
certainly limit this, however, as
anyone knows who has done an
open water swim, these are only
effective over relatively short
distances.
It is hard to delineate which type
of shoulder joint soreness is
common in longer swims, as this
will be a very individual situation,
depending upon previous shoulder
strains and/or injuries that that
individual athlete has received. In
general, the more endurance type
shoulder work is experienced in
open water swimming and an
athlete develops a rather dull toothachy like pain during the end of the
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swim, or in fact soon after the
swimmer leaves the water. This
represents overuse, fatigue and joint
pain. There are acute painful events
which may happen to the muscles
and tendons during the swim which
come as sharp twinges and often the
athlete is able to ignore these, as
they are very instantaneous and
result in a bursal impingement or a
minor tendon strain. The key feature
to any athletic endeavour where you
are stressing a particular joint is to
identify what pains signify a more
serious type of injury and have the
where-with-all at the time to stop the
race and assess the shoulder outside
of the water to determine whether or
not the pain will in fact dissipate or
signify an injury which is more
serious. This, as you know, almost
never occurs in open water.
Any of the swimming strokes that
involve a circumferential movement
of the shoulder predispose
swimmers to shoulder injuries. This
is because the shoulder joint
becomes more unstable in abduction
and external rotation than it does
when the arm is kept at the side or in
front of the body. As a result the
strokes, such as butterfly, freestyle
and backstroke are strokes which
can predispose swimmers to more

shoulder injuries. Out of those three
strokes butterfly and backstroke
have the ability to produce a more
forceful stress on the anterior aspect
of the shoulder. This can cause
more irritation than a controlled
freestyle swim, and I am not sure
whether this is the reason you do not
see a lot of open water swimmers
choosing the butterfly for a 5 km
swim.
Any individual that has a chronic
shoulder problem needs to realize
that the shoulder needs to be rested,
have good anti-inflammatory
precautions, and needs strengthening
through all ranges of motion before
one can truly say that an orthopaedic
intervention is required. Although
shoulder injuries are uncommon
they are by far the most frequent
presenters to a doctor’s office and
subsequently are referred on to
o r t h o p a e d i c s u r ge o n s m o r e
frequently. This does not mean,
however, that an orthopaedic
surgeon is actually operating or
doing anything more on these
shoulders, it just means that the
athletes are probably presenting later
to the doctors’ offices with these
shoulder problems and they need a
longer period of rest and rehab
which is intolerable to a lot of

MSABC PINS ($5.00)
MSABC SILICONE CAP ($12.00)
MSABC LATEX CAP ($5.00)
MSABC T-SHIRT ($14.00) if mailed
STILL AVAILABLE—CALL RUSS DONALDSON 250-384-4704 TO
ORDER YOURS AND ASK HIM ABOUT OTHER ITEMS FOR SALE
A MSABC EMBROIDERED LOGO IS NOW AVAILABLE AT OCEAN
PROMOTIONS INC IN VICTORIA FOR A $5.00 CHARGE. PLEASE
CONTACT RUSS FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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people who are on fixed training
schedules. However this is the
reality of the shoulder injury and has
to be carried out before any quick
fix may be available.
Shoulder surgery is unfortunately
not the definitive answer for many
shoulder problems, as it can lead to
a decreased range of motion and
instability due to lack of function in
their own musculature after an
operation. Therefore any athlete
must consider the pros and cons of
presenting to an orthopaedic surgeon
and undergoing the surgery and I
recommend a very frank open
discussion with the orthopaedic
surgeon as to what the possible
limitations will be after the surgery.
Most orthopaedic surgeons are very
open and will discuss this very
plainly because the operative
intervention will in some cases lead
to a decreasing function of the
shoulder, this of course depends on
the injury and the type of
intervention as required.

Shoulder Follow Up
If you are a Masters swimmer and
a physiotherapist, we are looking
for an article with pictures for the
next GL on exercises to strengthen
the shoulder joint and muscles and
increase shoulder stabilization
especially for those starting to
experience some soreness or
limitation of range of movement in
their shoulders.
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Russ Donaldson (Vice President MSABC awards Graham
Welbourn Awarded the Ted Simpson Trophy for Achievement

The MSABC Achievement Award
Trophy is a tribute to Ted Simpson
whose promising international
swimming was cut short by cancer
July 24, 1994, but provided the
swimming world with a great coach
for Canada, and, latterly, for BC
Masters as Secretary, competitor
and coach. Each year MSABC
presents this award to the swimmer
who has achieved distinguished
results in the calendar year
considering records or overcoming
injury, illness and/or disability.
Graham Welbourn after an 11 year
hiatus returned to Masters swimming
with a big splash. After having swum
in Masters between 1986 to 1991,
Graham came back to swimming
after a campfire bet.
Not one to emerge “quietly” onto
any scene, let alone in the pool, in
his first swim meet with barely two
months of training packed into his
Speedo, Graham set a new Canadian
record in the 400 free in his 40-44
age group in January 2002 at the
Cowichan swim meet. But the record
breaking had just begun. By the time

2002 was over, Graham would break
a national record (often his own) a
total of 18 times.
Graham continued his record
breaking ways in 2003 with more
national records at Nationals in
Montreal with short course records
in the 400 and 800 free. He holds 8
nationals records in his age group
and 5 still in the 25-59 age group set
in 1986-87.
Graham also had 1 st place
showings in the 200, 400, and 800
free and a 2nd in the 100 free at the
World Masters Games in Melbourne
in October 2002. His efforts leading
up to the the World Master Games in
Melbourne were also part of a CBC
documentary on “older” athletes and
the challenges (i.e. balancing work,
family & training) they face in
training to compete at a National and
International level. G r a h a m a l s o
volunteers on a regular basis at swim
development clinics staged to help
young developing age group
swimmers, the most high profile of
these being the Mel Zajack Weekend
Meet held at UBC every year.
In 2002 Graham had three 1st place
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rankings in the world in the 400 and
800 metres free in short course and
in the 800 free in long course. Other
top ten rankings included 2nd in the
200 and 400 free (scm), 4th in the
200 free (lcm), 6th in the 100 free
(scm) and a 7th in the 100 free (lcm).
WOW!
GL: Would you give us a brief
history of your youth swimming (i.e.
where, when, strokes,
accomplishments)
• I grew up swimming summer
club in Southern Alberta
(Claresholm) until I was 15. I
swam all strokes except
backstroke and held many
Alberta summer club age group
records from ‘8 and under’ right
through to ‘15 & 16’.
• I started “serious” swimming at
age 15 in Quebec City and my
focus shifted to freestyle only
and specifically the 100 metre
free.
• 2 years later (age 17) I was on
the Canadian National Team and
earned a Swimming scholarship
to Arizona State University
• 4 years after starting “serious”
swimming I was an Olympic
Te a m me mb e r a n d h e ld
Canadian and Commonwealth
records in the 50 metre and 100
metre free.
GL: What Canadian teams did you
participate on and when?
• 1978 Commonwealth Games,
W o r l d
S w i m m i n g
Championships
• 1979 Pan-Am Games
• 1980 Olympic Team
• 1982 Commonwealth Games and
W o r l d
S w i m m i n g
Championships
• Plus several “National Team”
trips and swim meets from 1978
- 1982.
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GL: What are your long range
goals in Masters swimming?
• To break and hold one or more
of those elusive World Masters
Swimming Records...... got any
I can borrow?
GL: How often and how long do
you train?
• Oddly enough I can’t tolerate a
heavy workload so my training
program is geared towards a
swimmer who swims races like
the 100 and 200 metre free, yet
the 400 is my best event and the
800 free is a close second.... go
figure!
• During “heavy” training I
typically swim 5 workouts per
week with each workout being
about 3,500 metres which takes
me about an hour to do.
• The “quality” portion of my
workouts average about 1,000
metres, with the rest of the
workout (2,500 metres) focused
on technique, technique and
more technique!
• I am finding that focusing on
core strength and constantly
striving to improve my
efficiency in the water produce
bigger improvements than the
traditional “more mileage is
better” mentality I grew up
with. In fact, I am only now, at
age 42, learning to swim
smarter not harder and really
wish I knew 25 years ago what
I know now.
GL: Do you supplement your swim
training with other activities and if
so what are they?
•

I maintain some sort of dry land
training throughout the year
right up to 4 weeks prior to my
“peak” competition. My dry
land program consists of weight
t r a i n in g ( fr e e we i gh t s ) ,
stretching/flexibility, and what
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is becoming an increasing focus
on strengthening my “core/
abdominals”.
During “heavy” training I will
do up to 3 dry land workouts
per week but my usual
frequency is twice per week.

Editor’s note: Graham broke 4
more National records, all his own,
at Nationals in Montreal in the
100, 200, 400 and 800 free.

Lost Members!
Speaking of Great Lengths, the
following members are not receiving
the magazine because of problems in
their addresses.
Michael Atkinson
Kim Redlack
Peachland
Andrea Malahof
Vancouver
Mary MacDonald
Parkswille
Andrew Carruthers
Victoria
Brian Common
Vancouver
Julie Huyberts
Vancouver
Barbara Schneebell
Vancouver
Robert Skene
Vancouver
Kirk Williams
Vancouver
Vicki & David Stringer Burnaby
John Oram
Kirstie Hudson
Prince Rupert
Raymond Reitsma
Delta
Jean Burns
Delta
Robert Lamb
Victoria
Laurel Hilton
Qualicum
David Fenton
White Rock
Will Pim
Fernie
Colleen Fisher
Nanaimo
Mary Wakefield
Qualicum
Sara Parker Jervis
Gibsons
Alan Schyf
Victoria
If you know these people please pass
this on and ask them to send their
correct address (particularly Postal
Code) to Brian Rodger, our registrar
If you know of others who are
registered members and are not
receiving this, please tell them to
contact Brian as well.

Former Great Lengths Editor,
Vanda Stocks, Awarded Stan
Powell Service Award
The MSABC Service Award Trophy
is a tribute to Stan Powell who ‘was
constantly involved in some form of
aquatic activity ... be it water polo,
lifeguarding, officiating, coaching
and competing in meets’. Stan died
on November 27th 1999, of
pneumonia 8 days after winning 3
medals at a Honolulu Masters meet.
Vanda was the Great Lengths
editor and MSABC Board member
for 8 years starting in 1994.
As a Board member, she also took
on the job of Meet coordinator and
sanctions for several years,
published the MSABC information
brochure, started the idea of
thanking behind the scenes people
for their efforts, coordinated the
fitness challenge and designed the
certificate.
Vanda has given her all for the
production of some 40 Great
Lengths. At the start, submissions
were often by letter, then gradually
more people used e-mail and
computer documents. Vanda used
pictures to enhance the publication
as technology improved and
introduced the printing of entry
forms so everyone would be aware
of meets.
Well done Vanda, and thanks
from us all.
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PROVINCIALS MOST SUCCESSFUL
Thank you to Kelowna for running provincials and to all the volunteers and officials that made it run
smoothly. Special thanks to the Army, Navy & Air Force Veterans in Canada who were the major sponsor.

Sue
Morrison
Meet
Manager &
Coach
AYM

Silver Streaks Nat Record 320 + relay

Thank You Army, Navy & Air Force
Veterans in Canada Inc.

Sibling Rivalry?
Joan Parnell
Jack Morgan

Three generations of swimmers
Connie, Mike, and John Stamhuis
John is a National team swimmer

Victoria Masters
Gladys Hambrook organizing
Provincials meant no swimming

White Rock Wave Masters

Photo by Cecilia Skerritt

Longest Training Commute?
65Km

Naval Strategy

West Kootenay Masters

Phillip King-Jones
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VICTIM PROFILE
By Barry Davis
Born
in
"W interpeg,
Manifroza",
Irene
Athans
had to walk to the pool in the
middle of winter in order to
participate in synchro,
competitive swimming and diving
because there was no such thing
as block heaters to combat the
30-40 below F which made
starting the 1930's Chevys and
Fords very difficult.
As a
youngster, she competed in the
Canadian Championships, and to
this day, at the age of 80, is still
competing.
Irene moved to Vancouver
in 1948. She married George
Athans an MD, moved to
Kelowna and has lived there ever
since. George was involved in
aquatics too representing
Canada in the 1936 Berlin
Olympics as a diver at the young
age of 15. He again represented
Canada in the 1948 Olympics as
a diver and was Canada's
Olympic team captain. George
also won a gold medal in platform
diving and a second in
springboard at the 1950 British
Empire Games. He is in the
British Columbia and Canadian
Hall of Fame.
Irene and George have
three sons, all extraordinary
athletes
like
their
parents.
George, the oldest
son, has been a two time world
champion water skier, two time
Canadian Amateur Athlete of the
Year and was accepted into the
Canadian and BC Hall of Fames
and is also a member of the
Order of Canada.
Greg has
been world free style ski

champion and was ranked fourth
in the world in water skiing. Gary
was a member of the Sarajevo
Olympic downhill ski team and a
part of the "Crazy Canucks" in the
later part of their era. He was
also Canadian water ski
champion.
After all the motherhood
responsibilities (of which I think
we can say was a phenomenal
achievement considering how her
kids turned out), Irene began to
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Irene trains by herself for
one hour three times a week and
loves it. Her favourite stroke is
backstroke, but breaststroke has
earned her the number one spot
in Canada for her age group. The
best part of her training involves
the opportunity to "jawercise"
during practice. She says it is a
great way to meet people and
make friends. Irene's favourite
competition these days is the BC
Senior Games where she can
see good friends, meet new ones
and enjoy the friendly
competition. Irene was at the
provincials in Kelowna and set
Canadian records in the 50 back,
100 back and 50 breast for her
club Athans Y Masters.
Swimming for Irene is a
lifestyle. She says it keeps you
fit, makes you feel wonderful and
produces a variety of new
friendships. Irene is the perfect
model of Masters Swimming. She
lives the philosophy and has a
great time. She is an inspiration
to all of us. If you are eligible to
attend the BC Senior Games in
Chilliwack, look for her and make
her acquaintance. Your life will
be richer for it.

compete for herself. She went to
the 1994 W orld Masters
Swimming Championships in
Montreal (her favourite meet)
where she earned: 2nd in 200
breast, 3rd in 50 & 100 breast,
8th in 50 back, and 5th in 100
back. According to her son Gary,
she had finally become the last
member in the family with
international credentials and thus
the swimming pool in Kelowna
was named after the Athans
family.

Editor’s note: Irene was a
member of a 280-319 age
group BC World Record
medley relay team in 1995
swum at the Canadian
Championships in Victoria. The
other members of this team
were Kel Buckboro (back),
Duke Ciglic (fly), and Elsa de
Leeuw (free). Since it was
never announced, we will say
well done to all of you and
congratulations!
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A Personal Escapade to
the Masters Nationals in
Montreal
By
Colleen Nelson, Cowichan Masters

Last year was my first time
competing at Nationals. The meet,
held in Saskatoon, was relatively
small, only 435 swimmers. At the
banquet on Saturday evening, Luc
Hurtubise outlined the plans of the
Quebec Masters for Nationals 2003
– a short course meet to be held at
the Claude Robillard Centre in
Montreal.
Well, a year doesn’t take long to slip
by any more, and before I know it, I
am filling in my entry, making my
hotel reservation and booking my
flight to Montreal. I'm still not sure if I
enjoy competing in swim meets or
not. Before the competition I work
really hard, and I love the training,
feeling my body get stronger and
faster. But then, as the competition
draws closer, I find I am wondering
just why I have put myself into
events like the 100 metres butterfly,
the 200 metres individual medley,
and what on earth was I thinking of
when I entered the 1500 metres
freestyle. I'm committed. I pack my
bag, t-shirts, sweatshirts, track suit,
towels, swim caps, goggles, and
bathing suits. On Wednesday
morning, I'm on my way to Montreal
for this year’s Canadian National
Masters Swimming Championships.
I'm there a day ahead of most of the
swimmers so that I can get used to
the time difference and have a
practice swim at the Claude Robillard
Centre.
Friday is the first day of the meet.
But what I hadn't realized when I
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entered was that these events would
be Friday evening, starting at 6
o'clock. That meant I had all day to
get into a nervous frenzy! The meet
rules only allow a maximum of 20
swimmers per lane during warm-ups!
It was jam packed. The two events I
had entered were the last two of the
evening. I finally got onto the blocks
at 10pm for my first race! The bad
news was that my next event was at
9am the next morning, and before
that I have to eat dinner, and get a
decent night's sleep. Finally ended
up back in my hotel room at
midnight, think I got to sleep at about
1am, and set my alarm for 7am the
next morning.
My friend and teammate, Eulah
Varty, has decided not to compete at
Nationals this year, so I sit with a
group of the other BC swimmers in
the stands, some from Victoria, North
Van and Salmon Arm. On our right,
sits the newly formed Canadian
Forces Swim Team, sporting t-shirts
with Navy, Air Force and Army
Swimming. We do a lot of hiking up
and down the steps from the stands
to the pool deck, as swimmers are
discouraged from being on the deck
unless their events are imminent.
Anyway, there isn’t room for 1244
swimmers on the deck. As it is, the
stands are pretty full and it is very
warm there.. It is virtually impossible
to get food at the concession at the
Claude Robillard Centre as the lineup is endless, but the Quebec
Masters are excellent hosts and
bring in case after case of water,
yogurt, pasta salad and fresh fruit.
One of the Victoria swimmers says,
“It sounds like Avila, what are they
saying?” What they are saying,
which from our vantage point in the
stands sounds like Avila, is “A vos
marques”. Another reminder that we
are in Quebec, and the meet is being
run in French.
I'm glad I was in the first event of the
day on Saturday morning. It was the
200 IM. My next event was the 100
breaststroke, about an hour later.
Later in the day, I was part of a
MSBC women's medley relay team.
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At 54, I was the youngest member of
this 240+ relay team. Swimming with
Joan Parnell, Barb Wiens, and
Bonnie Pronk, all I had to do was do
50 metres of butterfly. Gary Pronk
says, with a twinkle in his eye after
the swim, “You girls should be
ashamed of yourselves, (pregnant
pause)…..you only took 18 seconds
off the National Record!” Wow, a
National Record! Or, I should say,
another National Record, because,
the BC swimmers have been
breaking a lot of National Records,
individually, and as relay teams. But
for me it is a huge thrill as it is the
first time.
This is certainly a multicultural event.
As usual, I chat to people I have
never met before while in the locker
room. But the young swimmer I am
talking to doesn’t understand a word
I am saying. So I have to get my
brain in gear and try and use some
of my very rusty French. But we
persevere, and I find out that we are
staying in the same hotel, she lives
in the Gaspe, and is as nervous as I
am, but thrilled to be there. About
half of the swimmers are from
Quebec and most of them don’t
seem to speak English. There are
also a few swimmers who have
come from the United States, to
compete in short course metres. I
overhear one of the American
women confessing that she hopes to
break the world record in the 1500
metres freestyle on Monday. There is
also a small team from Mexico. One
of them, Laura Vaca, is in my age
group, 50-54. I introduce myself to
her at the refreshment table.
Fortunately, my Spanish is better
than my French and we chat and
exchange e-mail addresses. We will
be competing together later this
summer in the Latin American and
Caribbean Masters Championships. I
want to make sure I am not in the
same Open Water Race as she is.
Unfortunately, she is doing the 3k
event, leaving me the choice of
swimming in her wake, or doing the
5k event!
After the relays on Saturday, the
Quebec Masters host a wine and
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cheese party in the lobby of the
Claude Robillard Centre. There isn’t
any time to go back to the hotel and
change, so I have to attend in my
shorts and t-shirt, but lots of other
swimmers are similarly attired.
On Sunday, I decide to sit in the
back row of the stands with Kathy
Graham from White Rock. It is cooler
up at the top and doesn’t involve so
many trips up and down the stairs. I
have a relatively tough day today,
beginning with the 200 freestyle and
then the 200 breaststroke and the
women’s freestyle relay. There is an
error on the programme, seeding our
team at 2:00.00 instead of 2:40.00 in
the final and fastest heat. Barb, who
is swimming fourth, is worried about
being the only swimmer in the pool
when she does her 50 free. We
watch Danielle, Kathy, Suzanne and
Sarah cruise to a speedy 2:04.14,
and begin to get a bit panicky.
Bonnie, then Joan, then me, then
Barb, who only has to swim half of
the pool on her own, and we come in
at 2:29.38 with another National
Record. So it wasn’t so bad after all!
I've made it this far, only one more
day to go and just one more event,
the 1500 metres. I haven't really
thought about it much until now. It
will be just a swim. But something
happens, and my stomach won't let
the butterflies out and my nerves are
tingling, all night! I try reading,
watching late night TV, but nothing
works. I rest, but don't sleep. This
has happened to me before. It's not
much fun and I am wondering just
how I am going to get through the
race.
We have to be at the pool the next
morning at 8am for warm-ups. Most
of the smart swimmers aren't
showing up on a holiday weekend to
spend the last day of it in the pool
when it is a sunny 27 Celsius
outside. At least the warm-ups aren't
crowded. The 800 metres comes
first, so I manage to find a spot on a
comfy mat behind the dive pool to
have a rest - still no sleep. Jennifer
Kobi makes me feel better about
missing a night's sleep. She thinks
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that's good, because it means that
I'm ready for this race. Finally, I get
to the starting blocks about 1pm and
something happens. I dive off the
blocks, and my plan takes over, I
swim the first 100 smoothly, then
settle into a pace, motoring right
along. The first 500 metres feel
great. I do 500 more and don't feel
quite so lively. I wonder how I am
going to do the last 500 and then the
battle begins between the mind and
the body, trying to fight off the
intense desire to just take it easy and
force the body to do what I have
trained to do instead. Only this time
there will be no 10 or 15 seconds
rest between hundreds, just keep
going, one lap at a time. This is the
first time I have done this event in a
real swim meet, and the sound of the
bell over my head, telling me that
there is just one more 50 to go is
wonderful. I know I can make it. At
the end of the swim, I ask the
timekeeper for my time and it is
almost two minutes faster than my
first 1500 metre time trial in 1999.
This event is like having a baby, I will
have to forget just how much it hurt
before I can talk myself into doing it
again! But, I know I will do it again. I
know I'll enter another swim meet
and I’m going to work on learning
how to sleep better!
My final tally was six third place
finishes and one fifth place, and best
times in six of my events. I am very
happy to be home again, and sleep
in my own bed and not worry about
any more competitions for a few
months. But I know I'll put myself
through this agony again and again.
It's a thrill to swim best times, and I'm
already setting new goals, forgetting
about the doubts, the nerves, the
sleepless nights! Eulah has been
following the progress of the meet on
the internet. She says she’s never
going to miss another Nationals! See
you all next year!
####
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ADVERTISING RATES FOR
GREAT LENGTHS MAGAZINE
The following are the prices for
advertising in Great Lengths, the
official magazine of Masters
Association of British Columbia
with a membership of over 1400
members throughout British
Columbia.
Full Page: 18.5 cm x 24 cm
= $200 for one issue or
$800 for 5 issues
1/2 Page: 18.5 cm x 12 cm
= $150 for one issue or
$600 for 5 issues
1/4 Page: 9.25 cm x 12 cm
= $125 for one issue or
$500 for 5 issues
1/6 Page: 6.10 cm x 12 cm
= $75 for one issue or
$300 for 5 issues
Deadlines are Sept. 1, Nov. 1,
Jan. 1, Apr 1, June 1.
If you or anyone you know might
be interested in running an ad,
please contact the editor, Bonnie
Pronk, as with a few ads we
could enhance the magazine with
a glossy or matte paper and
perhaps 2 or more colours. You
can help make this a premier
magazine.
Melbourne World Masters Games
Pool & 2006 Commonwealth Games
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BEHIND THE SCENES – with
Barry Davis of
Victim
profile
fame or ?
Great
lengths
(GL): Could you
do
a
brief
chronological
description
of
your life i.e. re
u n i v e rs i t y
in
California,
swimming, water
polo
academic
interests
and
major, your job in
Terrace, water polo & trip to Hawaii,
stint as MSABC rep, move to Quadra,
what you do now re teaching
entrepreneur etc., swimming on your
own in CR.......
Barry Davis (BD): Now everyone will
know I was once an American! I did
grow up down in San Jose, CA playing
water polo and swimming through high
school. I did the same at American
River College, Cal Poly Pomona and
Sacramento State University. I majored
in PE, biology, and received a
secondary teaching credential. In 1974,
I was phoned in Sacramento from
Terrace (after hundreds of resume
mailings) to teach an elementary special
ed class. I had been working in the
Chicano barrio as a counselor, as a
group home director and teacher at a
residential treatment centre. I had no
idea where Terrace was, but took the
job and it was the best move I every
made!
During the 14 years in Terrace,
I started up the Terrace Water Polo
Association which was an instant
hit. We had about 80 members of all
ages, made a lot of money on the lottery
and did even more traveling to
competitions. The students there will
always remember the final trip to
Hawaii. Ask me sometime why I would
never do this again. I also organized the
Terrace Masters along with John Dando
and we went to our first meet in
Saskatoon in 1982 which was the
Western Canadian Long Course
Championships. Joe Mandur was an
original member of both sports up there

and still swims in meets.
I was the BC Rep back then when
Masters was first getting organized, but
was pulled from the job by CASA after
being voted in by the BC clubs. It is too
long and complicated to include here.
I came to Quadra Island in 1991
from Campbell River.
My wife,
Adrianne, and I were hired from New
Zealand to teach. One day we came to
Quadra and loved it. Waterfront houses
were cheap compared to now and we
purchased a property. At the same time,
a cottage was built down below to take
advantage of the tourist influx each
summer. There is always someone
down there enjoying the waterfront. I
did officially retire from teaching and
work once in a while at the local school
here on the island. I do the domestic
home thing (3 kids aged 32, 27 and 11
and one grandson), handle the cottage,
do some writing, e-mail my friends,
train and put an emphasis on health and
fitness. I am going to try offering
personal/sport counseling, swim
instruction and invention exploration as
well. I take the ferry into town and train
sometimes on my own, sometimes with
the doctors' wives and sometimes with
other tri people (mostly
women). Someone has to provide swim
instruction to this group.
Lately, it seems I just want to goof
around more. I have a huge Halloween
party every year with a live band at my
house with the Tunnel of Horrors and
Slide of Death ( You're all invited Oct.
31, 2003) because I really enjoy
socializing! This, to me, is the best part
of Masters. Dancing in Kelowna was
very cool. As Thoreau said, "Live as if
in your dreams awake". I try to do that.
GL: The Victim Profile has been a
great addition to Great Lengths . How
did you come up with this idea?
BD: Being over 55, I really don't
remember. I like writing. I like to meet
new people. One day I guess I put the
two together, selected a "victim" and
tried it out. Hopefully, over the years,
members have found it
interesting.
Frank White doing
handstands created quite a bit of
feedback for him. Now everybody
wants to see him walk on his hands. It
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exposes the people that make up this
great sport. There are some fantastic
people out there.
GL: How do you select your
"victims"?
BD: Ah yes, the selection process. I
can tell you I don't have a waiting list at
all and no real technique on how to
bribe someone into volunteering. Zoe
fell for the free drink pitch. I think
some people are afraid of what I will
say about them because I try to focus on
the humourous side of the person. I try
to be diplomatic and so far have been
able to "social engineer" someone into
the column. A few requests are starting
to come in so it appears there are
enough people out there willing to
subject themselves to my twisted
humour. Sometimes I just walk up to
someone and ask them if they want to
be famous. They have to agree first that
I get 40% of their sponsorship income
when they hit the big time.
GL: Can any MSABC member ask to
be a "victim" or can others suggest
someone?
BD: Certainly! This is the time to
volunteer. One could also suggest a
team member without them knowing
it. That would be fun! Before any
piece is published however, the "victim"
has to approve it so I am not sued for
slander or tar and feathered. Simply
contact me at barry.davis@crcn.net
GL: I understand that you have written
a book. Would you tell us something
about it?
BD: I wrote a book called You're
Allowed To Be Happy! in New Zealand
in 1988-89 while I was a guidance
counselor at Long Bay College on the
North Shore of Auckland. It is a selfesteem book for younger people, but is
applicable to anyone that can read. It
was published by Octopus Publishing
which is now Reed International. I
published the North American version
with license to use their name here. I
am currently out of print having sold
6000 copies throughout Canada, the
U.S, Australia and New Zealand. If
there is a lonely publisher out there
willing to take it on, let me know.
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GL: Tell us how the last 500 m. of the
Cortes to Quadra Island swim in 13 C
water felt? (This was a hospital fund
raiser organized and swum by Barry,
Richard Pielou and our local doctor
Angela Burns 2 years ago this
summer.)
BD: Well, I can tell you that at the half
way point across Sutil Channel
(10.6K), I thought I was going to die
and drift off, to be devoured by dogfish,
on my way to Alaska. This seems a
perfect time to thank Julie ‘Fireball’
Cybulski, a Victoria Master swimmer
who was my channel crossing partner,
for getting me through the last 5K, as
she seemed unfazed by the cold. I was
so cold my body was rippling like an
electrical current was shooting through
it. The last 500m was easy because I
knew we were about to get out! We
raised $15,000 for the Campbell River
Hospital Foundation and the Quadra
Island Ambulance Service. We have
no plans for a second Great Shark Spit
to Rebecca Spit swim unless palm trees
start growing on the shoreline
here. Richard (Pielou) looked like a
semi-frozen, blue side of beef. I do
challenge other Masters groups to
organize something like this for their
community.
We had incredible
support.
GL: Can you tell us a little about your
new project "Lightswim Open Water
Swim Excursions" ?
BD: During the summers here, I am in
the open water almost
everyday. Sometimes friends want to
go and try a mountain lake or a swim in
the ocean. Since I am taking out people
all summer to various places on Quadra
(which has some of the best open water
swimming anywhere), I thought I
would try offering it as an alternative
adventure activity to a wider group of
people, hence the excursion business
idea. After talking to SWIM magazine
in the States, I have discovered no one
is doing this kind of thing. I envision a
group of ten or so coming up here for a
couple of days to swim in 3-4 locations
(fresh and salt), having a party in
between and discovering the area. The
emphasis would be on fun.
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BEHIND THE SCENES – with
Leon Politano,
Meet Coordinator
Leon has been the meet coordinator for
MSABC for the last two years. During
the recent AGM Leon was voted in as
vice-president of MSABC, but
volunteered to continue acting as the
meet coordinator. Leon recently retired
as a public school teacher. He has
swum for Victoria Masters for the past
fifteen years and his favourite stroke is
anything but backstroke. He has
participated in several open water
events and in Nationals in Calgary and
Montreal.
During the
Provincials
this year, he
was a
member of
the VMSC
relay team
that broke
the Canadian
record for
the mixed
medley
relay.
GL: How has your tenure been as the
Director in charge of finding clubs to
hosts swim meets?
LP: Actually the job has been easy and
enjoyable these last two years. Vanda
Stocks, who did the sanctioning and
scheduling of meets for many years,
had a good system in place and took me
through the sanctioning process that she
had developed. Being retired allows
me to process sanctioning requests
within a short time after being
received. Fortunately we have clubs
that traditionally hold meets at certain
times during the year and are very
familiar with the sa ncti oning
application process. I usually phone
club contacts in June to see if their club
will hosting a meet in the up coming
year, suggest alternate dates if there are
any scheduling conflicts or need to
better space out meets.
GL: During the AGM, two clubs,
Delta and Nanaimo, seemed to show
interest in hosting Provincials for
2004. Could you give us any more
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detail on this and is a certain region
due to host? Could this meet be a long
course one?
LP: Delta was serious about holding
Provincials this coming
April.
However in most recent
communication with Alex Muir (May
29), he indicated that his club was
getting very discouraged re: firming up
a venue.
Pool costs have risen
dramatically; some pools need to weigh
Delta’s application against other
requests for the same date: some pools
do not hold their booking meeting until
June or July; one pool has an exclusive
booking arrangement with an age group
club: and one pool has not even
returned Alex’s calls or e-mails.
Nanaimo Ebbtides gave serious
consideration whether or not to host
Provincials. After much debate it was
decided not to host Provincials this year
choosing instead to prepare to be hosts
in 2005. The good news is that they
will be hosting their November meet in
both 2004 and 2005.
The Ebbtides
could host either a long course meet or
short course meet for
Provincials.
Both clubs are facing
rising pool rental costs and long course
rental can a very costly proposition.
Steve Ricketts mentioned in a May
30th e-mail that their club was looking
at $200 an hour for short
course. Multiply that by the number of
hours it would take to run provincials.
Ideally Provincials would rotate
among clubs in the interior, mainland,
and the Island. If the pattern is to hold
then an Island club should be hosting
this year’s Provincial meet. ”Beggars
can’t be choosers.” Therefore the board
is open to proposals from anywhere in
BC.
GL: In the past we have usually seen 3
meets on the Island and 3 on the
mainland with a later season meet in
the Okanagan. Will this continue?
LP: By coincidence rather planning,
meets during the past few years have
alternated between the lower mainland
and the Island (with a meet in Fernie in
December last year), usually about
three weeks apart beginning with the
Nanaimo Ebbtides meet in late
November. Whether this pattern will
continue I cant say because Masters
swim clubs are at the mercy of the .
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aquatic bookings person at the facilities
needed.
Again “beggars can’t be
choosers.” The Okanagan meet is driven
by the energy and enthusiasm of Brian
Rodger and has had to coordinate with
the age group club in his city. At this
time Brian can’t commit to a
meet. Meets are mostly held on Sundays
because most pools run programs on
Saturdays
GL: Victoria has been running a long
course meet each year. However, there
does seem to be a lack of LC meets. Do
you think there might be a possibility of
another long course meet ?
LP: We are very fortunate in Victoria to
have the Saanich Commonwealth
Place in which to hold the Victoria
Masters’ long course meets and still
have 25m warm up lanes available. In
my conversations with various club
contacts, I have encouraged the
consideration of hosting a long course
meet as well as hosting a relay only meet
GL: Has any club shown any interest in
running a Pentathlon meet (where you
swim either 50's , 100's or 200's of each
stroke and a 100, 200 or 400 IM
respectively?
LP: I received an expression of interest
from a club two years ago about running
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a pentathlon. We gathered information
from a Washington State club that has
been running this format successfully for
many years. Unfortunately the event
didn’t happen. I think there would be a
fair amount of interest in this type of event.
GL: Generally there is a lack of longer
distances, i.e. 800 & 1500 free offered
at meets. Would it be feasible to run a
sanctioned long distance meet just
prior to the Open Water season?
LP: Tyee Club ran an 800m/1500m long
course event for two years in which
there was some interest especially
among
the
triathlon
community. Competitors came from the
USA as well from BC. Unfortunately
there wasn’t enough support from
Masters swimmers to continue this
meet. Triathletes were needed to keep
the numbers up but MSABC can not
sanction a meet that non-registered
swimmers
were
competing.
One year Victoria Masters included an
800m event in our annual long course
meet which made for a very long
day. We have had a few discussions
within the club about hosting a
sanctioned long course distance meet. I
think a distance meet in June is a grand
idea. (and stroke and turn judging would
be so easy)
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GL: How can clubs make your job
easier as you set up meets for the new
season?
LP: My job would be easier if the
sanction application along with the meet
package is send to me well in advance of
the scheduled meet and all the necessary
information is correctly filled in.
GL: Would you give clubs some tips on
running a successful meet without
undue stress?
LP:
• use the MSABC meet manager’s
guide which is an invaluable
resource
• start planning early
•
put a good team in place
• delegate responsibilities
• have deadlines that allow time to
deal with the unexpected
• have more than an adequate number
of volunteers for all positions
needed on race day to allow for the
inevitable “no shows”
• have qualified officials that respect
Masters as competitive swimmers
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Training for Greater Take Off
Height on Your Start
By Gary Pronk
Since you are 3 – 4 times
faster above the water on take off
than in the water, it might be wise
to spend some time the “off” season
to train for leg power to improve on
your start.
I noticed during the
Provincials and Nationals that most
swimmers tend to take off keeping
their centre of gravity (c. of g.)
even, in fact, it looks like they are
just falling off the blocks and then
driving forward. This method is not
conducive to getting a greater
distance on the dive and often
creates a good size splash thus
increasing resistance by not
entering in the same hole with the
entire body.
In order to become more
efficient on your dive, it would
make sense to increase your height
(c. of g.) on take off and gaining
greater distance in the air and
consequently entering the water
further out.
This can be accomplished
during the summer by doing some
specific weight training. What you
want to do is train for explosive leg
power. (Note that power is a
function of speed and strength)
Taking a page from volleyball
training, power training has been a
great part of that sport. Before the
Montreal Olympics, a credible
standing height jump was 36”, but
when the Cubans showed up in
1976, they were averaging between
42-46” and their leaping ability
consequently won them the bronze
medal. One of the concepts that
they used was strength training by
doing heavy shoulder barbell squats
and heavy leg presses on the
Universal weight machine. This
was then followed by plyometric
training for speed. By combining
these methods of training, they

created incredible leg power.
Before you start this
specificity training, take some time
to do some tests and measurements
to establish your base from which
you can work. To measure your leg
power, you can do a standing jump
against a wall. Stand sideways to
wall, feet flat and reach up (stretch)
with your inside wall hand and
mark your maximum reach. Then
jump up and mark your maximum
reach height.
Measure the
difference
and record.
Do this 3 or
4 times to
establish
your greatest
height. Do the same with a standing
long jump taking 3 or 4 jumps to
establish your maximum distance
and record. A word of caution:
Make sure you are well stretched
and warmed up before you do this
test and always bend your legs on
landing.
Your strength training should
include leg presses,

barbell squats, barbell
toe raises and abdominal and back
exercises (i.e. core strength
exercises on the ball etc) Your
speed training should include
plyometric jumping i.e. start at floor
height and jump forward, land
bending at knees, and immediately
jump upward and forward.
Eventually increase your initial
jump height, i.e. off a bench and
follow
the
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above steps.
Another method of speed
jumping is to do a series of jumps
from a position of slight knee bend
and jump up against a wall touching
w i t h
t w o
hands.

Y o u r
training
routine should be 2 to 3 times per
week doing 2 or 3 sets of between 8
– 12 repetitions of each exercise. Be
cautious. Start out easy. Do not
start with too much weight. Make
sure you can do 2 sets of 8
repetitions for a particular exercise
before increasing your weights and/
or your repetitions once you
improve on your strength and
speed. Plyometric training is
difficult and is not recommended if
you have a weak back, balance
problems, or very brittle bones.
Every 3 or 4 week retest
yourself and log your
improvements. Finally when doing
your standing broad jump and your
side wall height jump, ensure you
do this with good technique
mimicking your start dive. For
example, coordinate your jump with
a number of hinge actions. Starting
with your arms and shoulders, fling
upwards and forwards, raise your
head, followed by the waist and
hips, then knees and finally ankles
and toes.
This type of training routine
should increase your power on the
dive enabling you to increase your
c. of g. height on take off. This will
translate into longer air time thus
lengthening your
water entry
distance from the start block. This
should then result in a breakout well
in front of your competitors.
For good info on starts see:
http://www.quickgetaway.com
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VIDEO LIST
21st
Century Swimming with Bill Sweetenham
• Volume 1 - Freestyle
• Volume 2 - Backstroke
• Volume 3 - Breaststroke
• Volume 4 - Butterfly
• Volume 5 - Individual Medley
• Volume 6 - Starts, Turns, Finishes
• Volume 7 - Advanced Drills
• Volume 8 - Mini Squad/Junior Squad
• Volume 9 - Coaching Hints

Richard Quick and Skip Kenney series:
•
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster
•
Swim Smarter, Swim Faster II: Starts, Turns
& Finishes
Swimming Fastest II
Fluid Swimming by Dr. Marty Hull
Swimming Towards 2000 by Scott Volkers

Don Gambril's Classic Series:
• Swimming Techniques (with E. Maglischo)
• Coaches' Drills
• Women's Swimming

What's the Limit with Aleksandre Popov
Total Immersion Swimming - Terry Laughlin
• Freestyle / Backstroke
• Butterfly / Breaststroke

All videos are available for loan to all MSABC members. The loan period for the videos is three weeks and a
maximum of two videos can be borrowed at a time. To borrow a video, contact John Bell, MSABC Director,
phone (604) 685-1412 or videos@mastersswimming.bc.ca. Please provide you full name, mailing address, phone
number and MSBC registration number when requesting a video.
Jennifer Kobi

Web Sites
MSABC Web Page

Http://www.mastersswimming.bc.ca

Canadian Records Web Page:

Http://www3.sympatico.ca/chberger

MSABC Records Web Page

Http://home.istar.ca/~egccom/MSABC.htm

Oregon Web Page

Http://www.swimoregon.org

Pool Guide

Http://lornet.com/sgol

US Masters Web Page:

Http://www.usms.org

MSC Web Page

Http://www.compusmart.ab.ca/masterssc

Swim BC Web Page

Http://www.swim.bc.ca

FINA

Http://www.fina.org/
RECORDS KEEPER:
JULIE JONES
4948 11A AVENUE
DELTA, V4M 1Z4
PHONE: 604-943-6561
EMAIL: EGCCOM@ISTAR.CA
RECORD APPLICATIONS AT
www.mastersswimming.bc.ca/records/
records.htm

MSABC
Brian Rodger, Registrar
RR 1, S11, C70
Naramata, BC
V0H 1N0
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